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The Doubly Transitive Flocks of Quadratic Cones
V. JHA AND N. L. JOHNSON
We classify the flocks of quadratic cones in PG.3; q/, q odd, that admit the group G  PGL.4; q/
acting doubly transitively on the conics of the flock. This yields, in conjunction with a predecessor to
this paper, a complete classification of the doubly transitive oval and quadratic flocks in PG.3; q/, for
all prime powers q.
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1. INTRODUCTION
An oval (resp. quadratic) flock in PG.3; q/ is a set of q ovals that partition the non-vertex
points of an oval (resp. quadratic) cone. In recent years, quadratic flocks have received
considerable attention because of their connection with generalised quadrangles discovered by
Thas, and also because of their equivalence to certain regulus-covered linespreads developed
by Gevaert and Johnson [1, Theorem 3.4], via Thas’ seminal paper [11]. In his paper, Thas
also proved that if the planes defining the conics of a quadratic flock in PG.3; q/ all share a
common point then either all the flock planes share a common line, yielding a linear flock,
or else q is odd and the flock is a Kantor flock: these are equivalent to the regulus-covered
linespreads coordinatised by the Knuth semifields of order q2 that have central kern GF .q/.
Kantor flocks share another interesting property with linear flocks: both types of flock are
doubly transitive, in the sense that their global stabilisers in PGL.4; q/ act doubly transitively
on the set of ovals of the flock.
In [5], the authors completely determine the doubly transitive flocks of oval cones in
PG.3; q/, q even. The purpose of the present article is to complete the theory by deter-
mining the doubly transitive flocks of quadratic cones in PG.3; q/, with q odd. In this case,
our main result asserts that the flocks are either Fisher–Thas–Walker flocks (i.e. the flocks as-
sociated with the Betten–Walker spreads of odd order) or else they are Kantor flocks (possibly
linear). The results of [5] and the present article are summarised as follows.
THEOREM 1.1. Let F denote a flock of an oval cone in PG.3; q/ that admits a linear group
(i.e.  PGL.4; q/) acting doubly transitively on the ovals of the flock. Then either the flock is
linear or one of the following cases arises:
(1) q is even and the flock is one of the translation oval flocks of Thas. If the oval is a conic
then the flock is the Fisher–Thas–Walker flock associated with a Betten spread of even
order.
(2) q is odd the flock is one of the following types:
(i) a Kantor flock;
(ii) a Fisher–Thas–Walker flock.
The case when q is odd, but the flock is not associated with a semifield is an immediate
consequence of a result due to the authors and Wilke [4], see Proposition 7.2 below. Hence
to establish the above theorem it is mainly necessary to classify the doubly transitive flocks
in PG.3; q/, q odd, associated with semifields. The rest of the paper is concerned essentially
with this problem.
The classification of the doubly transitive flocks associated with semifields is a special case
of the following result.
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THEOREM 1.2 (CF. THEOREM 6.8). Suppose q D pr , p  2 a prime, and let 2T kq−1=p−1.
Suppose F is a semifield flock in PG.3; q/ that admits a group G  PGL.4; q/ whose order is
divisible by .q − 1/=2T .p − 1/. Then F is a Kantor flock or a linear flock.
Thus, if the odd part of q−1 divides jGj, as is certainly the case when G is doubly transitive
on the q conics of the flock, then the above theorem applies. Note that in this paper we really
only consider the theorem for the case q odd, since for even q a result from Johnson [7,
Theorem 3.2] implies that, apart from linear flocks, there are no other flocks associated with
semifields.
While proving Theorem 1.2 we are also able to classify all semifield flocks in PG.3; q/, for
q D p2, as being either a linear flock or a Kantor flock (Theorem 5.3).
2. BACKGROUND: PARABOLIC SPREADS AND FLOCKS
We review some fundamental connections between flocks, spreadsets, spreads and translation
planes, partly to fix our terminology. For further details we refer the reader to Kallaher’s recent
survey [9], and Lu¨neburg’s classical treatment [10]. We begin by reviewing the extension
of translation plane terminology to spreads, arising from the Andre´ connection. Note that,
throughout the paper, we tacitly assume that all entities considered are finite.
Let V be a rank 2r vector space over the field K D GF .q/. A collection 0 of pairwise
trivially intersecting rank r subspaces of V is called a partial spread on V , and the members
of 0 are its components. If 0 induces a partition on the non-zero points of V then .V; 0/
is called a K -spread, of order qr , the common size of all its components. Every K -spread
.V; 0/, is associated to an affine translation plane 50 , that has V as its point-set and whose
affine lines are just the cosets of the components of 0. The Andre´ connection implies that
the converse also holds: any translation plane  of order qr , whose coordinatising quasifields
contain in the kern of the field K D GF .q/, may be identified with such a 50 arising from a
K -spread .V; 0/.
In fact, two affine translation planes 1 and 2, with associated spreads .V1; 01/ and .V2; 02/
respectively, are isomorphic iff the corresponding spreads are isomorphic in the sense that there
is an additive bijection  from .V1;C/ onto .V2;C/ such that  induces a bijection from the
component set 01 onto the component set 02; such a  is, by definition, an isomorphism,
and we use Aut.V; 0/ to denote the automorphism group of the spread .V; 0/. Now the
translation complement of 50 , based at O, coincides with Aut.V; 0/, and the subgroup F
of GL.V;C/ leaving each member of 0 invariant is called the group of kern homologies of
the spread .V; 0/, since F induces the same action on V as does the standard action of the
multiplicative group of the kernel F of any coordinatising quasifield of the plane 50 , cf. [9,
(7), p. 145] obtained when O is chosen as the origin; thus K , the multiplicative group of the
field K D GF .q/, over which the spread  D .V; 0/ is defined, may be viewed as a subgroup
of F.
We let 0L.2r; q/ (resp. GL.2r; q/) denote the group of non-singular K -semilinear (resp. K -
linear) maps of V regarded as K -space of rank 2r . Now given a spread  D .V; 0/, such that
the components in 0 are rank r K -spaces, we call GL.2r; q/ \ Aut./ the K -linear subgroup
of Aut./. Andre´ theory implies [9, (8), p. 146] that Aut./ is not much bigger:
REMARK 2.1. Let  D .V; 0/ be a K -spread, K D GF .q/, of order qr . Then Aut  is the
largest subgroup of 0L.2r; q/, that permutes the components of  among themselves.
It is customary to extend terminology from translation planes to spreads: a spread is a
desarguesian (resp. semifield) spread if the associated translation plane is desarguesian (resp.
can be coordinatised by a semifield). Other, equally obvious, conversions relate the translation
complement of 50 to Aut.V; 0/. Thus we define affine perspectivity of .V; 0/ to be any
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h 2 Aut.V; 0/ such that h fixes a component γ 2 0 elementwise: γ is the axis of h, and
if h does not leave any further component invariant then we call h an affine elation or a shear
of .V; 0/, and if h fixes a unique second component  2 0 (the only possibility if h 6D I d)
then h is an affine homology and  is the coaxis of h. An autotopism of .V; 0/ is an element
g 2 Aut.V; 0/ that fixes (globally) at least two components of 0.
Throughout this paper, we shall only consider two-dimensional spreads—those having or-
der q2 with GF .q/ in the kern. Viewed projectively, the components of such spreads induce
a partition of the points of PG.3; q/ by lines, and conversely such linespreads yield spreads
of order q2, with GF .q/ in the kern. We regard the spread .V; 0/ as containing a regulus if
viewed as a linespread it contains a regulus of PG.3; q/. In this paper we shall generally be
concerned with parabolic spreads, linespreads that are unions of q reguli that share a line.
DEFINITION 2.2. Let 3 be a linespread in PG.3; q/, with associated GF .q/-spread .V; 0/,
of order q2. Then 3, and .V; 0/, are said to be parabolic if 3 is the union of a set R
of q reguli all of which share a common component ‘. The collection of reguli R is called a
parabolic cover of 3 (and .V; 0/).
We now introduce spreadsets, but only in the context of two dimensional spreads: for a
general treatment see m-spreads in [9, pp. 143–5].
DEFINITION 2.3. A set of q2  2 matrices  is called a [two-dimensional] spreadset over
GF .q/ if (1) O; I 2  and (2) A; B 2  ) A − B is non-singular.
To define the spread associated with  it will be convenient to adopt the following notation
that we shall also use in more general contexts.
NOTATION 2.4. Let W D GF .q/GF .q/. If T is a 22 matrix over GF .q/ then ‘y D T x’
is the GF .q/-subspace f.x; T x/ j x 2 W g of W W . We also let X denote the space W O,
i.e. ‘y D Ox’, and Y denote the subspace OW .
We can now define the spread  associated with the spreadset  .
DEFINITION 2.5. Let  be a spreadset of 2 2 matrices over GF .q/, and let V D W W ,
W D GF .q/  GF .q/. Now the spread .V; 0 / associated with  is defined on the vector
space V such that the component set 0 is specified by:
0 D f‘y D T x’ j T 2  g [ Y:
It is not hard to establish that every two-dimensional spread over GF .q/ is isomorphic to
a spread of type .V; 0 /. An isomorphism f from a two-dimensional spread  to the spread
.V; 0 / will sometimes be called a coordinatisation of  , by the spreadset  .
We now list some results that underpin the paper, simple folklore concerning spreads and
spreadsets (mostly valid under more general conditions than those presented here), and aspects
of the fundamental connections relating parabolic spreads and spreadsets to flocks of quadratic
cones; for further details see Gevaert and Johnson [1], Gevaert et al. [2] and, for a general
introduction, see Kallaher [9, 2.15, pp. 166–7]. For the rest of the paper the term ‘flock’ will
always be associated with a partition by conics of the non-vertex points of a quadratic cone,
and the planes containing the conics of a flock will be called its flock planes; if these planes
share a common line the flock is said to be linear.
RESULT 2.6 (PROPERTIES OF SPREADSETS). Let  be a spread of order q2 over a field
K D GF .q/, and let  be a spreadset of 22 matrices such that  is isomorphic to the spread
 D .V D K 2  K 2; 0 /, i.e.  is a coordinatising spreadset for  .
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(1) The spread  is a semifield spread iff  can be chosen to be an additive group: now the
component Y of  is fixed by a group of shears of order q2, i.e. Y corresponds to the
shears axis of the semifield spread.
(2) The spread  contains a regulus R iff  can be chosen so that it contains the scalar field
NK :D fK I j k 2 K g;
and, moreover, an isomorphism f :  !  can be chosen so that the regulus R maps
onto the regulus:
K :D f‘y D Nkx’ j Nk 2 NK g [ Y:
(We shall refer to this particular regulus as the scalar regulus; thus  contains a regulus
iff some coordinatising spreadset contains the scalar regulus.)
(3)  contains a regulus R that is left invariant by a shears group S of order q iff  can be
chosen so that   NK C  , i.e.  contains the scalar field (D GF .q/) and is closed under
addition by all the scalar matrices; now the coordinatising isomorphism f :  7!  can
be chosen so that it maps R onto the scalar regulus K while mapping the shears axis
of S onto Y .
(4) The spreadset  is closed under addition by all scalar matrices (and so contains all the
scalar matrices) iff there are maps γ : K ! K and  : K ! K such that .0/ D γ .0/ D
0 and
 D

k u
u k C uγ

: u; k 2 K

:
Moreover,  is additively closed (or equivalently coordinatises a semifield spread) iff
 2 GL.K ;C/, γ 2 End.K ;C/.
(5) Let γ : K ! K and  : K ! K be maps such that γ .0/ D .0/ D 0. Then
γ; D

k u
u k C uγ

: u; k 2 K

is a spreadset iff the following set of planes in PG.3; q/:
F :D fv : vx − .v/y C γ .v/z C t D 0 j v 2 K g;
defines in PG.3; q/ a flock of the quadratic cone xy D z2 (with vertex [.0; 0; 0; 1/]).
Moreover, any flock F in PG.3; K /, on the cone xy D z2, that includes t D 0 among
its defining planes, may be expressed in the form above for appropriate choices of
γ : K ! K and  : K ! K satisfying γ .0/ D .0/ D 0. In this case, the spread
defined by the spreadset γ; is called the spread associated with F .
(6) (Gavaert–Johnson–Thas). The spread  is parabolic iff it admits a shears group S
of order q that leaves invariant a regulus R   ; now a parabolic cover for  is
fRi j 1  i  qg, where R1 D R, and every other regulus Ri consists of a non-trivial
component orbit of S unioned with the axis of the shears group S.
Hence, by (3) above, a spread is parabolic iff it can be coordinatised by a spreadset 
which is closed under addition by scalar matrices—so we also call such spreadsets
parabolic.
(7) (Gevaert–Johnson–Thas). Any non-desarguesian parabolic linespread in PG.3; q/ admits
a unique parabolic cover R.
(8) (Johnson). Let F be a non-linear flock of quadratic cones in PG.3; q/, q even. Then
the spread associated with F , in the sense of Case (5), cannot be a semifield spread.
PROOF. Case (1) is an elementary face, see [9, (8), p. 152]. Case (2) is also generally
known; it holds essentially because the scalar matrices (D GF .q/) can be embedded in a
field of matrices of order q2, and so the scalars define a rational subspread of a regular
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spread—equivalent to the definition of a regulus. Case (3) is easily verified by using the
argument required for Case (1). Case (4) is just a reformulation of Case (3) in terms of
spreadsets, and Case (5) is essentially the fundamental equivalence, see Gevaert and Johnson
[1, Section 3], relating the flocks F in PG.3; q/ to the linespreads associated with Case (3) (via
their spreadsets  in Case (4). The next two cases follow from Johnson et al. [2, Theorem 2.2,
and Theorem 3.1]. The final case is proved in Johnson [7, Theorem 3.2]. 2
Thus the results above reflect the fundamental equivalence between flocks of a quadratic
cone in PG.3; q/ and parabolic spreads of order q2: a flock F is associated with a parabolic
spread  if it may be coordinatised by an associated spreadset γ; , in the sense of Case (5)
of Result 2.6 above. It follows that linear flocks are associated with desarguesian linespreads.
We shall view the Kanot flocks in PG.3; q/ as being, by definition, the flocks associated with
the Knuth [parabolic] spreads of order q2, defined in Section 3.3.
3. PARABOLIC SEMIFIELD SPREADS
In this section we investigate non-desarguesian semifield spreads of order q2, with GF .q/
in the kern, such that the associated shears group of order q2 contains a subgroup of order
q that leaves invariant a regulus. Thus we are concerned with parabolic semifield spreads,
associated with flocks of a quadratic cone.
However, our notation is based on the more general situation covered by Result 2.6(3) which,
by Result 2.6(6), considers arbitrary parabolic spreads. So throughout this section we adopt
the notation and hypothesis implicit in Results 2.6(2) and 2.6(3). Thus V D K 2  K 2, where
K D GF .q/, and  is the spread on V associated with a spreadset  that contains the scalar
matrix field NK D GF .q/; also  is closed under addition by NK .
Now the largest shears group of  , with axis Y , that fixes the scalar regulus K is clearly
the following subgroup of GL.V; K /,
S :D f.x; y/ 7! .x; y C kx/ j k 2 K g: (1)
So by a direct calculation, or by Result 2.6(6),  admits the parabolic cover R D fRi :
1  i  qg, where each Ri is a non-trivial component orbit of S together with fY g. Thus
 D [fRi : 1  i  qg, where Ri \ R j D fY g whenever i 6D j , and we may choose R1 D K.
For the rest of the section we specialize to the case when the generic parabolic spread  ,
described above, is a semifield spread. So the component Y of  is also the axis of a maximal
shears group E of order q2 that contains S. We also assume, unless otherwise indicated, that
parabolic semifield spread  is non-desarguesian. Since semifields of order p2 are fields (by
an elementary argument) and even-order semifield flocks are linear, by Result 2.6(8), we may
further assume that q2 D p2r  p4 and that p is an odd prime.
The remainder of this section is devoted to the analysis of K -linear groups, in Aut.V;  /,
of maximum order that leave the scalar regulus K invariant and fix two distinct one-spaces on
each of the components X and Y . Explicitly, we frame our hypothesis as follows.
HYPOTHESIS 3.1. H is a maximum order K -linear autotopism group of the parabolic semi-
field spread  that leaves invariant the four rank-one spaces K ei , i D 1; : : : ; 4, where
.e1; e2; e3; e4/ is a K -basis for V such that:
e1; e2 2 X; and e3; e4 2 Y:
The maximality of H implies that it contains the kern homologies of  . Since  is parabolic,
and non-desarguesian by assumption, it must have a unique parabolic cover, by Result 2.67(7),
and so this cover R must be H -invariant. Since H fixes X and Y it must leave invariant the
scalar regulus K since this is the unique member R1, of the cover R, that contains X and Y
and is fixed by H . Thus we have shown
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REMARK 3.2. H F K  and H=K  acts faithfully on the set of components  . Moreover,
H=K  permutes the components of the parabolic cover R among themselves, and leaves
invariant the scalar regulus K.
Since  is a semifield spread, with shears axis Y ,  is additively closed by Result 2.6(1).
Hence, relative to the chosen basis, .e1; e2; e3; e4/, we may simultaneously identify  with an
additive group of matrices of the type described in Result 2.6(4), i.e.
 D

k u
u k C uγ

: u; k 2 K

9  2 GL.K ;C/; γ 2 End.K ;C/; (2)
and express each h 2 H in the form:
h D

Ah O
0 kh Ah

where A j :D

h O
O h

; 9h; h; kh 2 K : (3)
(Note that to obtain Equation (3) we use our assumption, via Remark 3.2, that H leaves
invariant the scalar regulus K.)
An obvious, and well-known, necessary and sufficient condition for (2) to define a parabolic
semifield spread is given by
.uγ /2 C 4uu 6D 2 8 u 6D 0: (4)
The easiest way to ensure that the above condition holds is to set γ D O, and to choose
x D xd, where  2 Gal.K /− I d and d is some fixed non-square in K . The corresponding
semifield spreads are the Knuth [parabolic] spreads:
NOTATION 3.3. Assume K D GF .q/, q D pr > p2, p an odd prime, and define d 2
GL.K ;C/ by d : x 7! xd, where d is any fixed non-square in K . Then the semifield
spread associated with (2) obtained by taking γ D O and  D d is called a Knuth [parabolic]
spread, and Kq is the class of all Knuth [parabolic] spreads of order q2.
By a Knuth semifield spread, or a Knuth spread, we shall always mean a member of some Kq ;
so, by definition, they are parabolic and non-desarguesian. Thas’ argument in [11] yields
RESULT 3.4 (THAS [11, 1.5.6]). If γ D O then all non-linear parabolic semifield spreads
are in Kq .
Eventually we use the above result to show that if H is large in a sense then any parabolic
semifield spread is of Knuth spread, in Kq .
We prepare to compute the orbits of H , regarded as a permutation group acting on the
parabolic cover R, cf. Remark 3.2, consisting of the q reguli defined by the shears group S.
We begin by flagging a canonical component in each regulus.
REMARK 3.5. Every component orbit .6D fY g/, of the shears group S fixing the regulus K,
contains exactly one component of type y D Td x , where
Td :D

0 d
d dγ

9 d 2 K :
Conversely if d 2 K then the subspace y D Td x of V , lies in a regulus containing an S-orbit
of components; d D 0, gives the regulus K, fixed by H .
PROOF. By (1), the S-orbit of any component ‘y D Mx’ of  consists of all components
of form ‘y D .M C k I2/x’, for k 2 K . Now apply equation (2). 2
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Identifying Td with the component ‘y D Td x’, for h 2 H :
h.Td/ D kh Ah Td.Ah/−1:
Now equation (3) yields
h.Td/ D
 0 d(h
h

kh
d
(h
h
−1kh dγ kh

8 h 2 H; d 2 K : (5)
We now establish that H does not contain any Baer involutions except when the spread is
of Knuth spread.
PROPOSITION 3.6. H cannot contain involutions, other than homologies of the spread, un-
less the spread  2 Kq .
PROOF. If H contains an involution  which is not a homology then  is a Baer involution,
and hence cannot be a scalar map on either of the fixed components X and Y . Thus clearly
 D Diag [1;−1; ;−] 9  2 f1;−1g;
and now by equation (5) the image
.Td/ D

0 d.−1/
d .−1/ dγ 

2 :
But since  is additively closed we now have
Td C  .Td/ D

0 0
0 2dγ 

:
But since the non-zero elements of  are non-singular, we now have γ .d/ D 0, for all d 2 K .
But, by Result 3.4, γ D O corresponds precisely to the Knuth case. 2
COROLLARY 3.7. Either  2 Kq or H=K  is semiregular on the q − 1 reguli in R−K.
PROOF. If h leaves invariant an S-invariant regulus distinct from K, then, by Remark 3.5
h.Td/ D Td , for some d 2 K . Now equation (5) further forces
1 D h
h
D kh :
But if kh D −1 then −1h h becomes the Baer involution Diag [1;−1;−1; 1], contrary to
Proposition 3.6 above, unless  is a Knuth spread. In the remaining case, when kh D 1, h is
clearly a kern homology. Hence the corollary follows. 2
Inspecting position .1; 2/ of the matrix equation (5), with d D 1, shows that the set
h
h

kh : h 2 H

is a multiplicative subgroup of K , and so by Corollary 3.7 we easily get:
COROLLARY 3.8. Suppose  is not a Knuth spread. Then
6 :D

h
h

kh : h 2 H

is a multiplicative subgroup of K  such that 6 D H=K . In particular, each H -orbit in the
parabolic cover R has length j6j.
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Returning to equation (5), and recalling that its right-hand side (RHS) must also be of
canonical type (cf. Remark 3.5), we obtain the identities:
d

h
h

kh

D d khh
h
(6)
d

h
h

kh
γ
D dγ kh (7)
where
h.Td/ D Td( h
h

kh
: (8)
Now (6) implies (on multiplying by .dγ /2kh etc.):
.dγ /2

h
h
kh

d

h
h
kh

D d .dγ /2k2h;
and now (7) yields:
.dγ /2

h
h
kh

d

h
h
kh

D d

d

h
h

kh
γ2
8 d 2 K ; h 2 H: (9)
The fact that both γ and  are additive, means that their Vaughan polynomials are linear com-
binations of field automorphisms of GF .q/. The following proposition essentially expresses
the above constraint in terms of these Vaughan polynomials.
PROPOSITION 3.9. Suppose that H=K  contains a subgroup of order pr − 1=S, for some
positive integer S, dividing pr − 1. Then there exist gi , ti 2 GF .pr /, 0  i  r − 1, such that
for all x 2 GF .pr /:
γ .x/ D
r−1X
iD0
gi x p
i (10)
.x/ D
r−1X
iD0
ti x
pi (11)
and moreover
.dγ /2
r−1X
kD0
tkd p
k
x S.p
kC1/ D d
X
0 j<kr−1
2g j gkd p
jCpk x S.p
jCpk / (12)
Cd
r−1X
iD0
g2i d2p
i
x2Sp
i 8 d; x 2 GF .pr /: (13)
PROOF. Let S denote the subgroup of K  of order .pr − 1/=S.
By Corollary 3.8 6  S and so Condition (9) yields:
.dγ /2x[dx] D d .[dx]γ /2 8 d 2 K ; x 2 S:
But since S consists precisely of all powers of !S , ! primitive in GF .pr /, the above require-
ment may be expressed as an identity involving x S :
.dγ /2x S[dx S] D d .[dx S]γ /2 8 d 2 K ; x 2 K :
As already suggested, the additivity of γ and  implies that their Vaughan polynomials are as
in equations (10) and (11). Substituting these polynomials for γ and  in the above identity
gives the desired conclusion. 2
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Our next objective is to demonstrate that if S in identity (12) is divisible by the odd part of
q − 1=p − 1 then gi D ti D 0, for i  1, thus forcing the spread to be desarguesian spread or
a Knuth spread. We do this by analysing potential coincidences .mod pr − 1/ of x-powers in
identity (12). This reduces to considering certain congruences, discussed below.
4. SOME CONGRUENCES mod q − 1
In this section S D 2T .p − 1/, where 2T kq − 1=p − 1, and q D pr > p, p an odd prime.
Hence the following apply:
REMARK 4.1.
(1) If r  1 .mod 2/ then .pr − 1; S/ D p − 1;
(2) If r  2 .mod 4/ then .pr=2 − 1; S/ D p − 1;
(3) If r  0 .mod 4/ then .pr=2 C 1; S/ D 2.
We require the uniqueness of the p-ary representation of any integer, clearly equivalent to
the following special case.
REMARK 4.2. For all integers ai 2 Z , with jai j < p:
KX
iD0
ai pi D 0) ai D 0 8 i  0:
This section is motivated by the need to check when powers of type x2Spi , in identity (12),
become equivalent over GF .q/ to any of the other powers of x in the same identity. This
amounts to computing the values of the integer i , j , k, in the range [0; r − 1], for which at
least one of the following congruences hold, with q :D qr odd.
Let r 2 Z , r > 1 and Ir D fn 2 Z : 0  n  r − 1g
9 i; k 2 Ir : 2Spi  .1C pk/S .mod q − 1/ (14)
9 i; j; k 2 Ir : 2Spi  .p j C pk/S .mod q − 1/ for 0 < j < k (15)
9 i; j 2 Ir : 2Spi  2Sp j .mod q − 1/ for i < j: (16)
In the last case, since pi − p j cannot be divisible by a p-primitive divisor of pr − 1, either
i D j or r D 2 and p C 1 is a power of 2, hence p is a Mersenne prime. Hence:
REMARK 4.3. For i; j 2 f0; : : : ; r − 1g, with i 6D j :
2Spi  2Sp j .mod q − 1/, r D 2 and p C 1 D 2T :
With a little help from the above remark, the case r D 2 can be disposed of as follows:
REMARK 4.4. Suppose r D 2.
(1) If p is a Mersenne prime then the congruences (13), (14) and (15) hold for all permitted
values of i , j and k.
(2) If p is not a Mersenne prime then none of the congruences (13), (14) and (15) hold,
apart from the trivial case:
2Spi  .1C pk/S .mod pr − 1/ when i D k D 0:
PROOF. In the non-Mersenne case, the congruence (15) is excluded by remark 4.3. All other
cases are equally easy to check. 2
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We now turn to the main cases of interest: the congruences (13) and (14), with r > 2. We
begin with the case r odd. The degenerate case k D i D 0, when the congruence is of type
(13), holds for all r . The following lemmas show that there are no other possibilities.
LEMMA 4.5. If r  1 .mod 2/ then, for r > 2, a congruence of type (13), (14) or (15) holds
only when it is of type (13) with k D i D 0.
PROOF. Since Remark 4.3 has already excluded (15), we clearly need only consider congru-
ences (13) (with i D k D 0 excluded) and (14). The former fails for i D k 6D 0 because pr − 1
possesses a primitive divisor. In all other cases, neither congruence (13) nor congruence (14)
holds, unless (cf. Remark 4.1(1)) for some i; j; k 2 f0; r − 1g, with j < k, the following holds
pr−1 C pr−2 C    C 1j.2pi − p j − pk/;
forcing either 2pi− p j− pk D 0, contrary to the p-ary representation of 0 (since i D j D k D 0
is incompatible with our requirement j < k) or, since in the divisibility condition above the
left-hand side (LHS) is odd and the RHS is even, we obtain another contradiction:
pr−1 C pr−2 C    C 1 < 12 j2pi − p j − pk j < .pr−1 − 1/:
The lemma follows. 2
Next consider the case when r  2 .mod 4/.
LEMMA 4.6. If r  2 .mod 4/ then, for r > 2, a congruence of type (13), (14) or (15) holds
only when it is of type (13) with k D i D 0.
PROOF. Arguing as in the previous lemma, we need only consider cases (13), with i D k D 0
excluded, and (14). Now Remark 4.1(2) and congruence (13) together imply:
.pr=2 − 1/j.p − 1/.2pi − pk − 1/;
yielding
.pr=2 − 1/j.p − 1/.2pI − pK − 1/;
where I D i mod r=2 and K D k mod r=2 satisfy the inequalities 0  I , K  r2 − 1. As in
the previous lemma, since .2pI − pK − 1/ is even, we obtain the contradiction
pr=2−1 C pr=2−2 C    C 1  pr=2−1 − 1;
unless I  K  0 .mod r=2). Now clearly i and k both lie in the set f0; r=2g, and the four
associated possibilities can easily be dealt with individually, using (13) directly. The final case,
associated with (14), is handled in exactly the same way, bearing in mind that .2pI − pJ− pK /
is again even. This time j D 0, k D r=2, and i D 0 or r=2. These four possibilities can readily
be excluded. 2
It remains to consider the case when r  0 .mod 4/. To treat this case it will be helpful to
note the following:
LEMMA 4.7. For r  0 .mod 4/, let the integers I , J and K , in the interval [0; r=2/, be
defined by I  i .mod r=2), J  .mod r=2/, K  .mod r=2/, where i; j and k are as in (14).
Then (14) cannot hold if I D J D K .
PROOF. Assume (14) holds. Now the only way for a pair of integers, [0  m < M  r −1]
to satisfy the congruence m  M .mod r2 ) is for m 2 [0; r=2 − 1] and M D m C r2 . Thus
I D J D K cannot hold unless one of the following holds: j D k, i D j or i D k. The first
case is not permitted in (14), so consider i D j , with j > 0 by (14) again. Now (14) yields the
contradiction that S.pk − p j /, with k > j is divisible by the p-primitive divisors of pr − 1.
The final case i D k yields a similar contradiction. 2
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We can now deal with the final possibility for r .
LEMMA 4.8. If r  0 .mod 4/ then for r > 2, a congruence of type (13), (14) or (15) holds
only when it is of type (13) with k D i D 0.
PROOF. We consider the main case (14). By Result 4.1(3) we obtain as before
pr=2 C 1j2.2pi − p j − pk/:
But since 2kLHS and 4kRHS we can improve this to
pr=2 C 1j.2pi − p j − pk/:
Now taking I D i mod r=2, J D j mod r=2, and K D k mod r=2 the above equation yields
pr=2 C 1j.2pI  pJ  pK / (17)
where I , J and K are all  r=2− 1. This yields
p C 1
pr=2−1
 4;
a contradiction, unless p D 3 or the dividend (16) above is zero, forcing I D J D K , by
Result 4.2, and this contradicts Lemma 4.7 above. Turning to the case p D 3, (16) yields
.pr=2 C 1/ D .2pI  pJ  pK /; 9  D 1; 2 : : : ;
and now, since   3 makes the LHS too large, and  D 0 has already been considered, we
have  D 1 or  D 2, contradicting the uniqueness of the p-ary representation (cf. Result 4.2)
of the LHS, since no term on the RHS contains pr=2. Thus congruence (14) cannot hold. The
case of congruence (13) is similarly handled. The above argument is basically repeated with
‘ j D 0’. Again we readily obtain that the only hope for congruence (13) is when I D J D K ,
and moreover that J D 0. Hence we now have i D k D 0, as desired or fi; kg D f0; r=2g. This
easily contradicts the divisibility of 2pi − pk − 1 by the odd prime divisors of pr=2 C 1, so
i D k D 0 is the only possibility. 2
We now summarize the conclusions of this section.
PROPOSITION 4.9. Let S D 2T .p − 1/, where 2T kq − 1=p − 1. If r D 2 and p a Mersenne
prime, then all three congruences, (13), (14) and (15), are universally valid. In all other cases
none of these congruences hold, save congruence (13) in the degenerate case i D k D 0.
5. PARABOLIC SEMIFIELD SPREADS IN PG.3; p2/
The exceptional behaviour of the Mersenne case with q D p2, in Proposition 4.9 above,
means that semifield spreads in PG.3; p2/ require separate treatment. In this section we
demonstrate that all such parabolic semifield spreads are desarguesian spreads or Knuth spreads.
Because of Result 2.6(8) we may continue assuming p > 2.
The generic parabolic semifield spread  is specified by the additive spreadset  in (cf.
equation (2)), where  2 GL.K ;C/ and γ 2 End.K ;C/ satisfy the non-square condition (4).
Now by the spread–flock connection, Result 2.6(5), the q planes of the associated flock in
PG.3; q/, on the quadratic cone X0 X1 D X22, may be written:
F;γ D fu :D X0u − X1u C X2uγ C X3 D 0 : u 2 K g: (18)
(Alternatively, a direct computation shows that the planes of equation (17) above form a
flock of the claimed type, provided  and γ specify a parabolic semifield, and hence satisfy
condition (4).) We now consider the special case q D p2 with q odd, i.e. q > 4.
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LEMMA 5.1. Suppose q D p2. Then the set of flock planes F;γ , defined by (17), all share
a projective point P in PG.3; q/.
PROOF. We may write .u/ D Au C Bu p and γ .u/ D Cu C Du p for all u 2 GF .q/, since
both maps are additive. Now we may rearrange the equation of the plane u , of the flock F;γ ,
defined in (17), by writing:
u :D u.X0 − AX1 C C X2/C u p.−B X1 C DX2/C X3 D 0
and now if B D 0 then all these flock planes share the point .A; 1; 0; 0/. So assume B 6D 0.
Now ..AD − BC/=B; D=B; 1; 0/ is a common point. 2
Now Thas [11, 444–5] implies that the flocks F of quadratic cones, whose planes contain
a common point, is either a Kantor flock or a linear flock. Thus, when combined with this
fundamental result of Thas, Lemma 5.1 implies:
THEOREM 5.2. A parabolic semifield spread of order p2, p  2 a prime, is either a desar-
guesian spread or a Knuth spread, in Kp2 .
In terms of flocks this may be restated as
COROLLARY 5.3. Let F denote a flock in PG.3; p2/, p a prime. Then F is associated with
a semifield iff it is a linear flock or a Kantor flock.
6. LARGE AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS
We now return to the situation described in Proposition 3.9, but with stronger constraints
imposed on the autotopism group H of Hypothesis 3.1. In the following lemma, which
underpins the whole section, we explicitly appeal to the classification of parabolic semifield
spreads obtained in Theorem 5.2.
LEMMA 6.1. Assume pr  p2, and that H=K  has order divisible by the integer .pr −
1/=2T .p − 1/, where 2T kq − 1=p − 1. Then the (non-desarguesian) semifield spread  is a
Knuth spread.
PROOF. Note that by Result 2.6(8) we may assume p > 2. Assume, if possible, that 
is not a Knuth semifield spread. So by Result 3.4 there is a d 2 K such that dγ 6D 0, and
moreover, by Corollary 3.8, H=K  is cyclic and hence contains a subgroup of order pr −1=S,
where S D 2T .p− 1/. Hence Proposition 3.9 applies, with dγ 6D 0, and also d 6D 0 since  is
non-singular. So, to avoid contradicting equation (12), we require for each i D 0; 1; : : : ; r −1,
satisfying gi 6D 0, at least one of the following four identities involving x2Spi to hold for at
least one choice of j; k; l 2 [0; r − 1]:
8 x 2 GF .pr / : x2Spi D
8<: x
2Sp j 0  j  r − 1; i 6D j ,
x S.p
jCpl / 0 < j < l  r − 1,
x S.1Cpk / 0 < k  r − 1.
But any identity of the above type can only be valid in GF .pr / when the exponents on both
sides of the identity agree modulo .pr − 1/. Moreover, by Theorem 5.2, we may assume
that pr > p2, and so, by Proposition 4.9, precisely one such congruence holds, viz., when
i D k D 0. Thus, for i > 0, the coefficients gi are all forced to be zero. Thus xγ D g0x , for
all x 2 GF .q/, and now identify (12) collapses to
.dγ /2
r−1X
kD0
tkd p
k
x S.p
kC1/ D dg20 x2S 8 x 2 GF .pr /;
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and since also S.pk C 1/  2S is only possible when k D 0 (Proposition 4.9) we now have
ki D 0, for i > 0. Thus x D t0x , for x 2 GF .q/. But now both γ and  are of linear form
x ! ax , forcing the spread  to be desarguesian contrary to our hypothesis. 2
We now seek to improve the lemma by dropping our tacit assumption that H , by definition,
fixes two one-spaces on X and Y . First we prove a result that applies to any parabolic semifield
spread 5.
THEOREM 6.2. A parabolic semifield spread 5 in PG.3; q/, q any prime power, is desar-
guesian if 5 admits an element  2 PGL.4; q/ of prime order u C q.q − 1/.
PROOF. Assume 5 is not desarguesian. By Result 2.6(7),  leaves invariant the unique
parabolic cover R of 5, and hence must also fix at least one of the reguli R 2 R. So we
may assume that  fixes the shears axis Y and two other components, X and I , that lie in the
regulus R. Thus  has the same action on all three of these components and so acts faithfully
on each as the same element of PGL.2; q/. Thus u divides .q C 1/, as all the elements of
PGL.2; q/ have order dividing q C 1 or q.q − 1/. So u is actually an odd prime divisor of
qC1, and thus a primitive divisor of q2−1 : u > 2 means that the exceptional Mersenne-type
situations cannot arise. Hence  acts irreducibly on all the lines of the linespread 5 that it
leaves invariant. But since  also normalises the (clearly unique) group of shears S of order q,
that leaves R invariant, Maschke’s theorem forces  to normalise a complement C of S in E ,
the full group of shears of order q2: we are regarding E as vector space of size q2, over the
prime field in GF .q/, with  acting as a linear map (via conjugation). But , a group of odd
prime order dividing q C 1, cannot act non-trivially on any vector space of order q. Hence 
centralises S and C, and hence also E . Thus E permutes among themselves the lines of 
fixed by . But since E is transitive on all the lines of  , distinct from Y ,  fixes all the lines
of  . Hence  is a homology of odd-order ujq C 1. This forces the spread to be desarguesian,
a contradiction. 2
REMARK 6.3. The Fisher flocks [11] would be counterexamples to the theorem if non-
semifield flocks were to be permitted.
It will now prove convenient to classify non-solvable subgroups of PSL.2; q/ that are divis-
ible by all the maximum p-primitive powers dividing q − 1.
NOTATION 6.4. Let q D pr , p a prime. Then 8r .p/ is the largest integer divisor of pr − 1
such that every prime dividing 8r .p/ is a p-primitive divisor of pr − 1.
Thus, 8r .p/ > 1 unless pr D 64 or p is a Mersenne prime and r D 2. As we are essentially
interested only in the cases where pr > p2, with p odd, we frame our hypothesis to exclude
the possibility 8r .p/ D 1.
PROPOSITION 6.5. Suppose 64 6D q D pr > p2, p a prime, and that G is a proper non-
solvable subgroup of PSL.2; q/ such that 8r .p/jjGj. Then at least one of the following hold:
(1) G D A5 and q D 81;
(2) G D PSL.2;pq/, q a square;
(3) G D PGL.2;pq/, q a square.
PROOF. Suppose if possible that G  PSL.2; q/ is non-solvable and that8r .p/jjGj. Now by
Dickson’s list, e.g. see Huppert [3, Hauptsatz 8.27], the only possibilities for the non-solvable
group G are: PSL.2; ps/, PGL.2; ps/, where s < r divides r in each case, or G D A5. In
the first two cases G is divisible by 8r .p/ only when s D r=2, as claimed. So consider the
remaining case: G D A5. Now 8r .p/ must divide 15. But 3 can only be a p-primitive divisor
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of pr − 1 if r D 2, and this is excluded by hypothesis. So 8r .p/ must divide 5, and hence
8r .p/ D 5. Now, since 5 is a p-primitive divisor of pr − 1, we have pr D p4. But now
8r .p/ D .p2C1/=2, since the prime divisors of the RHS are precisely the p-primitive divisors
of p4 − 1. But since 8r .p/ D 5, we now have p2 C 1 D 10, and q D 81. Now we have the
chain of subgroups: A5  A6 D PSL.2; 9/  PSL.2; 81/. Thus G D A5 can only occur when
q D 81 (assuming q 6D p2). 2
If 8r .q/ divides the order of a non-solvable p0-group jGj then the cases G D PSL.2; q/
and G D PGL.2; q/ are immediately excluded, and since the case G D A5 only occurs when
G  PSL.2; 34/ this case too cannot occur. Hence we have established:
COROLLARY 6.6. Suppose q D pr > p2 is a power of an odd prime p. Then every p0-
subgroup G  PSL.2; q/, such that 8r .p/ divides jGj, is solvable.
We now turn to the intended application of the corollary to linespreads in PG.3; q/ associated
with semifields (not necessarily parabolic).
PROPOSITION 6.7. Let  be a non-desarguesian semifield K -spread, K D GF .q/, of or-
der q2, where q D pr > p2, p an odd prime. Then Aut./ is solvable if jAut./=K j is
divisible by 8r .p/.
PROOF. To derive a contradiction assume that Aut./ is solvable. Let E denote the unique
shears group of order q2 in Aut./, and let Y be the axis of E . As E acts transitively on the
q2 components .6D Y / of  , J :D Aut./fXg, the global stabiliser of any component X 6D Y ,
is an autotopism group such that jAut./X=K j8r .p/jjJ j and, moreover, J=K  is certainly
non-solvable because J D Aut./=E . Since also, by Remark 2.1, J  0L.4; q/, all the Sylow
subgroups of J that are associated with p-primitive divisors of pr − 1 must lie in GL.4; q/.
Hence the non-solvable K -linear autotopism group G D J \ GL.4; q/ satisfies the condition
8r .p/jjG=K j. Now regarding the K -space Y as PG.2; q/, the restriction map  : G ! GY
clearly has solvable kernel,† so its image H D .G/  PGL.2; q/ is a non-solvable group
whose order is divisible by 8r .p/.
Next we claim that H has no p elements. If not, then G admits a non-trivial p group
that fixes at least one point on each component fixed by it and hence G contains p-elements
whose fixed points form a subplane 0 of [the translation plane associated with]  , and in
fact 0 is a Baer subplane of  because the K -linearity of G forces it to fix precisely q
points on each component fixed by it. But this contradicts Foulser’s incompatibility condition
[9, (9), p. 178] of Baer p-elements and affine elations in translation planes, of odd order.
Hence H is a p0-subgroup of PGL.2; q/ and now clearly H contains an at most index two
subgroup S  PSL.2; q/ which is also non-solvable and has order divisible by 8r .p/. But
this contradicts Corollary 6.6. Hence the proposition holds. 2
We can now return to the situation in Lemma 6.1 to obtain the spread-theoretic version of
Theorem 6.8.
THEOREM 6.8. Let  be a semifield parabolic spread of order q2, q D pr defined on
a K D GF .q/ vector space V and let G  GLK .V / be the largest K -linear subgroup of
Aut. /. If jG=K j is divisible by .pr − 1/=2T .p − 1/, where 2T kpr − 1=p − 1, then  is a
Knuth spread or a desarguesian spread.
PROOF. We may assume  is non-desarguesian, and so p > 2 by Result 2.6(8), and
pr > p2 by Theorem 5.2. Since 2T kpr − 1=p − 1 is divisible by 8r .p/ Proposition 6.7
implies that Aut. / is solvable, and hence so is G. So G contains a Hall f2; pg0-subgroup J ,
†The proof tacitly uses the fact that affine homology groups of semifield spreads are always cyclic, cf. [9, (9), p. 152].
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and therefore J K =K  has order divisible by pr − 1=2T .p − 1/. Let the action of J on any
J -invariant two-dimensional GF .q/ subspace W of V be denoted by J W . Our immediate goal
is to show that J , and hence J K =K , fixes at least two distinct one-dimensional subspaces
of W .
The linearity hypothesis on G means that Jw  GL.2; q/, and since J W has odd order it
must lie entirely in SL.2; q/. Moreover, by Theorem 6.2, the group J W clearly cannot be
divisible by any prime divisor of qC 1. But all non-trivial odd order q 0-subgroups of this type
in PSL.2; q/ fix two projective points. Hence J clearly must fix at least two one-dimensional
subspaces of W , as claimed.
Now, since G must fix the unique shears axis Y , it follows that J also fixes Y and hence it
also fixes at least two one-dimensional spaces of Y . We now claim that J fixes at least one
other component X of the spread  . The Maschke complement M of J exists and if this is a
component of  we may take it as X . In any case, J must fix two one-spaces on M and hence
also the components through them. So we may take either one of these as our X . Now J
further fixes at least two one-spaces of X , and since G fixes the unique parabolic cover R
of  it must fix the unique regulus R 2 R that contains the component X . Thus J is an
autotopism group satisfying the conditions of Hypothesis 3.1, and Lemma 6.1 clearly applies.
Hence the desired result follows. 2
Since Theorem 6.8 amounts to a spread-theoretic restatement of Theorem 1.2, and every
2-transitive flock obviously satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1.2, we now have the classifi-
cation of the doubly transitive flocks associated with semifields:
COROLLARY 6.9. Suppose F is a flock in PG.3; q/ associated with a semifield. If G 
PGL.4; q/ induces a 2-transitive group on the planes of F then the flock F is a Kantor flock or
a linear flock.
7. THE 2-TRANSITIVE FLOCKS
To obtain our main result, the classification of doubly transitive flocks, it only remains to
classify the flocks F in PG.3; q/, q odd, that are not associated with semifields. This is done
by using the following theorem, due to Wilke and the authors.
THEOREM 7.1 (4,THEOREM 2.2). Let 5 be a linespread in PG.3; q/, where q D pr is odd.
Suppose 5 is left invariant by a group G  PGL.4; q/ such that each Sylow p-subgroup of G
has order precisely q2 and that .jGj; p − 1/ > 2. Then 5 is either the parabolic linespread
associated with the Fisher–Thas–Walker flock or 5 is a (possibly desarguesian) linespread
associated with a semifield.
Now consider a [non-desarguesian] parabolic spread 5, viewed as a linespread in PG.3; q/,
q odd, that corresponds to a doubly transitive flock F . So by definition F admits a subgroup
of PGL.4; q/ that acts doubly transitively on the set of q conics of F . But this means that 5
admits a subgroup of PGL.4; q/ that acts doubly transitively on the set of q reguli in R,
the (unique) parabolic cover of 5 (cf. the argument in [1, Proof of (7.3)]). Now let G be
the maximal subgroup of PGL.4; q/ that leaves 5 invariant and hence induces a 2-transitive
permutation group on R. So the representation of G, as a permutation group on R, has image
of order divisible by q.q−1/, and additionally its kernel is also divisible by q because there is
a shears group of order q in G that leaves invariant each regulus in R, e.g. apply result 2.6(6).
Thus G is divisible by q2.q − 1/.
But this forces the Sylow p-subgroups of G to have order precisely q2, since otherwise,
as in the proof of Proposition 6.7, we contradict the Foulser incompatibility condition [9, (9),
p. 178] of Baer p-elements and affine elations in spreads of characteristic p > 2. Now, by a
theorem of Johnson and Wilke [8] we have p > 3, and so .q−1; p−1/ > 2 also holds. Since
q − 1 divides jGj, we now have .jGj; p − 1/ > 2 and so Result 7.1 gives
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PROPOSITION 7.2. A doubly transitive flock of odd order is a Fisher–Thas–Walker flock or
a semifield flock.
Now Corollary 6.9, together with Proposition 7.2 and the classification theorem in [5],
constitute the complete classification of ovals admitting doubly transitive linear groups stated
in Theorem 1.1.
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